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    		X-PRO Bolt 125cc Dirt Bike with 4-speed Manual Transmission, Kick Start! Big 14"/12" Tires! Zongshen Brand Engine!
[DB-X20]	$699.00 $499.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Baller C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/21/2023
	Holy cow. I am blown away by the complexity of Chemistry. First he talks about-- ah balls! I forgot to do my homework, one sec...

Ok guys we're back. My mom yelled at me today for taking all of her dishes and housing a tea party with the boys. I am only allowed paper plates now. Anyway, so me and the boys got to talking while I was washing the paper plates, and this bozo says to me, "what the frick, where is my plate?" I said, "Because you make me angry!!!" and threw last nights potatoes at his eyes, nose and mouth. I am sick of these people criticizing my mom and her reasons. So now, the boys don't want to talk to me. 

Last night I was supposed to hang out with the boys but I am not allowed, so I stayed up the whole night watching air buds and eating toast. I felt mild comfort in that crazy dog playing basketball better than LeJohn Brames. Haha. I really just want to go outside but its not raining. I ONLY go outside when it is rainy because of what the doctors tell-- "SHUT UP DAN, IM WRITING A REVIEW FOR A MACHINE!" sorry, that was Dan. Water is a really poor conductor of electricity. SO if you bathe in pure water, you should not get shocked. BUT I WAS dead wrong. Now I don't have a hamster, or a toaster.

So I really have been thinking about getting in the dating field. I feel that, "DAN I AM NOT FINISHED YET!" sorry again, he keeps poking me. It really hurts because he does not cut his fingerknives. They call him Danward Scissorhands in the preschool.  Do you know when the stimulus checks come out again? I need one to pay for my daily vaccination. They're not for me though, lets just say I consider myself a preschool philanthropist. I'm 23 and happily single for any of you biker women out there ;) 

ANYways. Today might just be the worst day in 3 years. 

The bike was good.                                        


                     19 people found this helpful
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	View Product


	Charlie S

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/07/2023
	Got my bike yesterday. Wasn't hard at all to put together. You need a little Mechanical Ability about you but wasn't bad at all. Impressed with the quality of the bike. I am a Mechanical Engineer so kinda know. Sure you get what you pay for. Your buying a $450 bike, but the quality is amazing for that price people. Me and my 10 & 12 year old boys put this together last night. Changed the oil, filled it up with gas, fired up first kick. Got to take a small ride. Thank You PowersportsMax!!! Thanks for the good shipping!!! I live in West Virginia and it came in great shape. Would recommend you guys to anyone.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Lionell O

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/23/2023
	I got my bike in 2 days. Assembled in bout 2 hours with help. Awesome bike. Thanks Power sport max!                                        


                     5 people found this helpful
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	Cassandra B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/18/2023
	This bike can handle all sizes. The bike is reliable quick and just straight fun. Iâ€™ve bought a couple bikes through this company and they are just amazing. They will help you through whatever it may be in a timely fashion as well. If your guessing it just buy it and you will have a blast. And itâ€™s quite! It doesnâ€™t scare the kids away.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Nathan J

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/18/2023
	This bike can handle all sizes. The bike is reliable quick and just straight fun. Iâ€™ve bought a couple bikes through this company and they are just amazing. They will help you through whatever it may be in a timely fashion as well. If your guessing it just buy it and you will have a blast. And itâ€™s quite! It doesnâ€™t scare the kids away.                                        


                     7 people found this helpful
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	Navid R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/20/2022
	Great bike for a beginner/intermediate. Very easy to assemble, starts easily, and runs great. Easily pulls me @180lbs up to 30mph. My 11 year old is new to the clutch and I was worried at first about him being able to safely learn how to use it but the cable was easily adjustable to allow me to make it such that the bike rolled without throttle so he could focus on one thing at time.                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Trisha O

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/15/2022
	I have to put my carrier on car, because I can't get my spacers to fit so I have to take to shop also kick stand sucks I will have them look at it also, but once I get her right the bike seems like she is going to be great                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	Josh F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/08/2022
	Great beginner bike. Kick start tires u out but clutching braking and accelerating are all good. The body is a little skinner than I thought and the plastic around the muffler needed a wrap and adj. clamp to help with burning but everything is great on it! Oh and the 8.5 Hp is impressive for me being a 5â€™8 150lb rider                                        


                     11 people found this helpful
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	JANET C

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/04/2022
	Anyone looking for a 125 bike .. Look no further . This is it! It's awesome , well made. Shipped in crate and well received. This is the one! Thanks POWERSPORTS!!                                        


                     20 people found this helpful
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	joshua A

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/31/2022
	This thing is awesome it flys and does wheelies and jumps. Only thing it needs is a new carburetor and if your heavy a new rear shock. Donâ€™t waste your money on a name brand pit bike                                        


                     9 people found this helpful
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	DB-X20
 Average Rating:
[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]

What customer said:
This bike can handle all sizes. The bike is reliable quick and just straight fun. Iâ€™ve bought a couple bikes through this company and they are just  ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
	

	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
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X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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